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About	The	Brand

Established	in	2004,	Colorbar	is	one	of	the	leading	beauty	brands	and	has	a	strong	geographical	footprint	through	100+	exclusive stores,	1200+	multi	
brand	outlets	and	numerous	select	partner	chains.	They	adhere	to	the	philosophy	of	being	gender	neutral	and	celebrating	diversity	across	everyone	who	
interacts	with	the	brand.	Holders	of	two	Guinness	World	Records	and	being	3rd	largest	beauty	brand	in	India,	Colorbar	proudly believes	that	change	is	the	
constant.

Objective
Colorbar	was	seeking	to	boost	their	ecommerce	conversions	through	various	digital	channels	and	increasing	revenue	in	the	process.	With	an	online	
presence,	Ecommerce	growth	along	with	increased	footfall	on	the	website	was	their	major	objective.

Challenges

The	website	was	new	and	also	the	search	volumes	on	brand	keywords	were	limited	and	we	needed	to	reach	out	to	newer	audiences	who	were	not	
familiar	with	the	brand.	The	difficult	part	was	to	get	revenue	from	the	generic	campaign/keywords	as	the	bid	was	very	high	due	to	high	search	volume	
with	high	competition	on	these	keywords.	On	Social	we	needed	to	increase	the	engagement,	increase	awareness	and	drive	relevant	and	potential	
audiences	to	the	website	for	conversions.

Driving	Higher	Revenues	From	Brand	Website
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Campaign	Strategy
Google Strategy:

• We used various tools to identify the top brand, generic, competitor and behavioural keywords aligned with our brand and products. We set up
multiple campaigns and ad groups based on the keyword groups.

• We studied the buyer behaviour online and identified the top viewed products as well as best selling products.

• Multiple campaigns were created based on top products, top searches, user behaviour and top geographies.

• While we were running Paid Search campaigns for conversions and new product launches, we started Display and YouTube Discovery Ads to
increase our audience pool which later on was used for remarketing to increase conversions.

Social Strategy:

• We ran multiple engagement campaigns to create a pool of potential customers which was used in conversion campaigns to drive lower funnel
conversions.

• We used different set of creatives and copy for different target audiences to increase the conversion rate.

• Our key focus was to reach out to women who have a history of purchasing makeup/cosmetics, fashion and luxury products, we opted for multiple
placements, promoting multiple product ranges through carousels, catalogue, videos and a different strategy with remarketing and lookalike
audiences.

• We used the Brand ambassador assets to encourage and attract the ideal audience and reach out to new customers.

• We also used browser notification, customized SMS and exit intent for abandoned carts, new offers, sales and product launches.



Results	
Jul	2019	to	Mar	2020	Vs	Oct	2018	to	Jun	2019	

- 105.67%	increase	in	Revenue

- 98.86%	increase	in	Online	Transactions

- 63.79%	increase	in	Website	Visits

- 21.41%	increase	in	Ecommerce	Conversion	Rate

- 48.32%	increase	in	New	Customers
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Growth

Google		:	

- Customer Match Data
- Remarketing Lists for Search Ads
- Display remarketing
- Search Ads Brand
- Smart Shopping Campaign, Smart display

campaigns and Discovery Campaign
- Gmail Sponsored Ads
- Dynamic Remarketing

Social		:	

- Product and Region Specific Campaigns
- Catalogue, Collection and Carousel Ads
- Lookalike Audiences

Product	Features	Used



Ad	Screenshots


